Alternative method/Computer simulation/Radiation effect model/Radiation late effects/System dynamics "System dynamics" , initially introduced to analyse a global change of human population was adopted to resolve the complex problem of late radiation effects. The acceleration of aging, and the relationship between the appearance of clinical cancer and the radiation dose were well simulated.
INTRODUCTION
Until recently, the compartment concept connected with the linear differential equation has been used for studying the phenomenon of a living system, or so-called cell population kinetics'). While this method is very effective for a relatively simple system, it becomes difficult to solve the differential equation for a fairly complicated one, especially for a non-linear problem in a living system. In the present study we have instead adopted "System dynamics", introduced to analyse a global change of human population', s) to construct a radiation effect model including acute and late changes.
SIMULATION MODEL AND PARAMETERS
A fundamental unit of "System Dynamics" is represented in Fig. 1 . NA, NB and NC are the populations of cells A, B and C, respectively, and RAB and RBC are the rate of the flow of cells from NA to NB, and NB to NC, respectively. These rates are controlled by appropriate information such as the population of other cells, the dose of X-ray irradiation and so on. Thus, the number of cells at the time of (t+ At) is given by the equation
The rates of flow RAB and RBC are functions of various factors. By appropriate choice of the shape of the function, we can get negative or positive feedback control for the cell population, NB. Combining the many units represented by equation (1), we can expect to simulate the features of the cell populations in a living system. The model for the acute and late radiobiological effects consists of a cell renewal system, a radiation-induced aging system based on the histopathological theory of aging by Casarett4) and a carcinogenic system using a two-step hypothesis'). The detailed flow diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . NB and NB to NC respectively. These rates were controlled by information such as the other cell population, the dose of X-ray irradiation and so on.
We first determined the rates in the steady state. Those in the cell renewal system were determined to give the constant populations for the G1, S, G2 and M phases, and half of the cells in M phase moved to the post-mitotic phase, and also the same number of cells moved to the dead cell population in order to maintain constancy in the cell population. The number of cells in phases GI, S, G2 and M and the post-mitotic phase were assumed to be proportional to the duration time of each phase. By using these parameters, we could estimate a constant flow of cells in the model.
Next, when the number of cells in the G2 phase changed markedly from the initial num ber, the rates from M phase to G1 phase and from M phase to the post-mitotic phase were assumed to be given by equations
where NM is the number of cells in M phase, and CM is the parameter for determining the relative rates given by the equations (2) and (3). By choosing the value of CM appropriately, we can reproduce a kind of homeostasis in the cell population. The effect of X-ray irradiation on the cell population was evaluated by using the following survival curve: Fig. 2 . A flow diagram for simulating radiation late effects by "System dynamics". The flow diagram con sists of three parts; cell renewal system connected with post-mitotic cell populations, which is in the left-upper part of the diagram, a carcinogenic cell proliferation system in the left-lower part and the circuit for aging mechanism in the right-upper part. The flow diagram is described by formal "System dynamics" notation . Rectangles E indicate levels of cell populations. Valves= indi cate rates that influence those levels. Circles 0 indicate auxiliary variables that influence the rate equations. Clouds Qf) represent special cell situations such as source, excluded cell population, etc., from the system. Solid arrows -* show real flow of cells and broken arrows show causal relationships.
At each step, the parameters were determined as reasonably as possible using data when available 6-11), but sometimes had to be decided arbitrarily. The parameters used in the program of the most important and fundamental part of the model, namely, the cell renewal system are shown in Table 1 . Although the parameters for the carcinogenic system are not shown, Table   1 . List of the parameters for cell renewal system Table 1 continued they are assumed to be basically the same as those for the cell renewal system. It has been generally accepted that in mammals organs may be classified into three types depending on their proliferative activity, i.e., cell renewal systems such as bone marrow and intestinal mucosa, expanding cell systems such as the liver, and static cell systems such as the brain and heart. To determine the type of cell, we introduced three new parameters using data whenever possible: 1) the ratio of endothelial to parenchymal cell number, in other words, the blood vessel fraction in an organ, 2) proliferating activity and 3) the extent of scavenging function of dead cells or malignant cells in an organ. The whole flow diagram, consisting of threee parts, the cell renewal system, carcinogenic system and radiation-induced aging system as mentioned above was translated in to the flow chart for the program. As an example, the flow chart with the parameters for the histopathologic process of aging and premature aging after irradiation by arteriocapillary fibrosis') is shown in Fig. 3 . The calculations were per formed by an NEC PC-8001 using BASIC. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The computed recovery pattern of a cell renewal system after a single exposure to X-ray irradiation is shown in Fig. 4 . The relative cell number decreases temporarily and increases with a slight overshooting.
Temporal reduction of relative cell number becomes more marked as dose becomes larger but the extent of overshooting generally does not change nor does the time showing maximum reduction even after exposure to different doses. Therefore this com puter output seems to simulate well the practical responses of a cell renewal system such as an hematopoietic organl2). The relation between the radiation dose and time of appearance of clinical cancer is shown in Fig. 6 . Cancer appears earlier as radiation doses increase to 2 Gy and then later when the dose is over 2 Gy. Our model seems to work well for simulating acute change of the cell renewal system, change of the static cell system, that is, acceleration of aging, and appearance of clinical cancer after irradiation. The computer output on the latter, however, is not consistent with the results from A-bomb survivors with respect to the dose-latency relationship"). It is necessary to refer to results of other human experiences extensively since the human data including that from A-bomb survivors has tended to fluctuate due to the small size of the population at each dose level. There are also many adjustable parameters in our model which cannot be determined uniquely because of lack of experimental data and that from an irradiated human population. By refining values of parameters in comparing experimental data and also the data from humans in the future, we can expect to establish a more elaborate model for this problem. The com puter simulation by "System dynamics", then, may be useful also as an alternative methodl4) to those using experimental animals in many studies.
